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CABS Conference – Keynote Address 

Prof Geoffrey Bolton, 3rd November 2011 

You have asked me to speculate on the qualities that distinguish a great Academic Board 
from a merely good Academic Board. I have only two qualifications for the task.  First, I 
have had fifty years of experience of Academic Boards of various shapes and forms at 
various universities.  Second, I am a historian and should be expected to know something of 
the context in which Academic Boards have developed.  As I have been away overseas for 
several weeks I have had to delegate some of the research to my old friend David 
Hutchinson, and he deserves thanks and recognition as a source of much of the information 
that follows. I should also add a note about terminology. Academic Boards have functioned 
under a number of different names in different universities, but I shall use the same term – 
Academic Board – indiscriminately. Similarly, the governing bodies of Australian 
universities go under various names - Senate, Council and so forth - but as my closest 
associations have been with Murdoch University and the University of Western Australia, I 
shall use the term ‘Senate’ where it is necessary to avoid ambiguity. 

When the first Australian universities were established in the 1850s, at Sydney and 
Melbourne, the ancient English universities of Oxford and Cambridge did not provide them 
with an appropriate model of governance. Oxford and Cambridge were degree-giving 
institutions made up of a loose federation of colleges, each of which was governed by the 
Fellows who made up the tutorial staff. The Fellows were appointed for life and could be 
removed only for matrimony or heresy.  Under the leadership of a Provost or Master they 
administered their college’s property and performed their teaching responsibilities with 
greatly varying amounts of zeal or efficiency. Their model of governance was to be relevant 
to Australian universities only as the source of a lingering nostalgia among university staff 
for the days when the academics were in charge. 

Australian universities were based on the civic universities of the 19th century. These were 
created by local communities to serve often quite specific needs in tertiary education and 
their governing bodies were dominated by prominent citizens, of appropriate professional and 
educational backgrounds.  In Australia the universities were from the outset largely 
dependent on government grants or private philanthropy.  Policy was shaped by the 
governing body, and a dominant chancellor such as Sir Redmond Barry at the University of 
Melbourne, drawing on what he remembered as an alumnus of Trinity College, Dublin, 
exercised a powerful influence on the shaping of University priorities. The Professorial Board 
at Melbourne, comprising all the professors and some non-professorial heads of department, 
was confined to an advisory capacity and its members were restricted in their freedom to hold 
office and undertake responsibilities beyond their academic duties. 

In practice over the decades university governing bodies took to seeking advice from their 
Professorial Boards about proposals for the establishment of new disciplines. Thus in 1904 
the Senate of the University of Sydney referred to the Professorial Board the question of 
establishing a degree in agriculture with a professor in charge. Subsequently the Professorial 
Board was asked to advise on the establishment of degrees in dentistry, commerce, education, 
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finance and military studies. The Professorial Board voted that the suggested Department of 
Military Studies was of ‘essential utility to the Commonwealth’, and the Senate adopted this 
resolution, but they were outmanoeuvred by the establishment of the Royal Military College 
at Duntroon.  

At other universities evolution came more slowly.  At the University of Tasmania, founded in 
1890, the Professorial Board seems mainly to have functioned as a student disciplinary body. 
Academic advice was provided by a Board of Studies which the University's historian 
describes as ‘an unwieldy body which had become almost a minor Parliament’. In 1913 a 
reforming Vice Chancellor, Morris Miller, upgraded the Professorial Board to become the 
chief academic voice of the University. This took time, but Miller believed it developed a 
feeling of goodwill among professors and departments. Two practical advantages followed. 
Formerly individual departments bargained with the Council (the governing body) for 
improved financial and practical support and it was difficult for lay members of Council to 
make informed decisions about priorities.  Now the Professorial Board presented a united 
front to Council and could speak with authority about the allocation of finance. Secondly – 
and in a relatively tightly-knit community like Tasmania this remained an issue for many 
years – the Vice Chancellor's hand was strengthened in defending academic values against 
the sometimes ill informed interventions of the governing body. 

When the University of Western Australia opened in 1913 its small scale meant that 
considerable authority vested with the Chancellor, Sir Winthrop Hackett, another graduate of 
Trinity College, Dublin.  It was Hackett who, despite his own classical background, insisted 
that the needs of the Western Australian community would be best served by establishing 
chairs of agriculture and geology ahead of a chair of classics.  From its inception in 1916 
until 1925 the chairman of the Professorial Board doubled as Vice Chancellor, serving a two-
year term. Even after Hubert Whitfeld was appointed full-time Vice Chancellor the 
Professorial Board remained subordinate to the Senate.  During the depression years of 1931 
– 33 the Professorial Board was abolished entirely and its responsibilities were delegated to a 
Senate committee, with some academic representation, but with the Pro-Chancellor, the State 
Librarian, Dr J S Battye as chairman.  (His predecessor as Pro-Chancellor, the Supreme Court 
Judge Sir John Northmore, had been in the habit of spending his Saturday mornings checking 
over the University's accounts.)  After the restoration of the Professorial Board in 1934 such 
activism by the lay members of Senate became gradually less marked, especially during the 
1940s under the combination of George Currie as Vice Chancellor and the former Professor 
of English, Walter Murdoch, as Chancellor.  But the role of Professorial Boards in defending 
academic standards and determining priorities had not yet become entrenched across 
Australia.  

Most Australian universities had progressed by 1940 to the appointment of a full-time Vice 
Chancellor as Chief Executive Officer, and usually the Vice Chancellor was an experienced 
senior academic, though there were anomalous exceptions.  Sir John Medley, who was an 
outstandingly successful Vice Chancellor of the University of Melbourne between 1938 and 
1951, came from service as Secretary of the Melbourne Club (although he had previously 
been a headmaster). At the University of Queensland between 1939 and 1959 the Vice 
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Chancellor was a retired public servant J D Story, who stood down with great reluctance at 
the age of 90, retaining for some years afterwards the influential chairmanship of the Senate 
Finance Committee.  Most Vice Chancellors during the 1930s and 1940s sought to build up 
the Professorial Board as stewards of their University's standards and content. This was often 
a demanding task during the cash-strapped years of the Depression and the Second World 
War.  In arguing a case for funding it was helpful for a Vice Chancellor to be able to inform 
his Senate that the Professorial Board had scrutinised competing claims, prioritised the 
options, and presented a united front. Professorial Boards in their turn were required to 
confirm or reject decisions by the various Faculties on such matters as enrolments, 
timetables, attendance at classes, assessment of theses, etc.  In practice they seldom interfered 
with recommendations from Faculties unless they impinged on other Faculties or unless a 
Faculty had been deeply divided on an academic issue.  In such cases dissatisfied Faculty 
members sometimes appealed to the Professorial Board, “sometimes”, as Fred Alexander put 
it in Campus at Crawley, "to the bewilderment of necessarily ill informed colleagues". 

Occasionally during the 1940s Senates and Professorial Boards wrangled over academic 
standards. At several universities the point at issue was the relaxation of matriculation 
standards to facilitate the admission of ex-service men and women, but in most cases a 
satisfactory resolution was arrived at.  The most sustained clash over standards seems to have 
occurred at the University of Tasmania, where the Chancellor, the comparatively young and 
energetic Chief Justice, Sir John Demetrius Morris, exercised an influence more suited to the 
19th century.  Although the Professorial Board was relaxed about easing admission standards 
for ex-service personnel, two other issues involving matriculation put the Chancellor and 
Council at odds with the Professorial Board. In 1942 Chancellor Morris slapped down the 
Professorial Board's proposal that matriculants should produce a certificate of good conduct, 
arguing that learning and morals were separate issues. (Ironically he was later to be the 
Chancellor who in controversial circumstances authorised the dismissal of the philosophy 
professor, Sydney Orr, for sexual misconduct with a student.)  A more serious clash, from the 
point of view of governance, came in 1948 when the Council wished to relax the requirement 
that applicants for admission to university should qualify in mathematics and a foreign 
language. The Professorial Board found that the Faculties of Arts, Science and Engineering 
were opposed to the change, with only Law in favour;  but the Council, without consulting 
the Professorial Board, pushed through the proposal regardless and ignored the Professorial 
Board's protests that it should be consulted when there was disagreement between the 
Council and itself. 

This breakdown of co-operation between a Professorial Board and its governing body was 
becoming unusual during the 1950s.  (Though the issue was never far below the surface in 
the early years of the New South Wales University of Technology).  For the most part 
universities were coming to accept the Professorial Board as the body entrusted with the 
oversight of academic policy, including the initiation of new courses and proposals for the 
creation of new institutes.  Questions of salaries and working conditions were increasingly 
the province of the staff associations, bonded into a nationwide Federation. The evolution of 
Professorial Boards into the Academic Boards represented here today occurred over three 
phases.  The first, ranging from the commissioning of the Murray Report in 1957 to the fall 
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of the Whitlam government in 1975, is now seen as a halcyon period of university expansion 
and increasing Commonwealth support. The second, from 1975 to the advent of John 
Dawkins in 1988 was regarded at the time as a period of stagnation but may now be 
described as salutary neglect.  The third, extending to the present, has been an era of 
increasing bureaucratic interference and pressure towards corporatisation.  Not surprisingly 
this has resulted in a greater awareness among academics of the pivotal role of Academic 
Boards in mediating between management and the teaching and research staff. 

The first period, 1957 to 1975, saw the very gradual democratisation of Academic Boards in 
the shape of greater non-professorial representation.  This was largely an incremental process. 
Some universities began to co-opt members of the sub-professorial staff as individuals; a few, 
greatly daring, began to provide for the election of a modest number of sub-professorial 
representatives. In addition one or two officers such as the University Librarian, became 
members ex officio of the Academic Board.  Another consequence of the growth of the 1960s 
and 1970s was a marked increase in the number of professors, not all of whom were heads of 
departments.  In the larger universities the Academic Boards grew to the point of 
unwieldiness.  Authority for many decisions was vested in a committee of senior professors, 
usually about half a dozen in number. This substantially increased the standing of the 
chairperson of the Board who in most cases worked closely with the Vice Chancellor and the 
senior Deputy Vice Chancellor, who regularly attended meetings of the full Academic Board 
and intervened in debate whenever information or explanation was required.  Much of the 
business of Academic Boards continued to be generated by the Faculties. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s the upsurge of campus radicalism led to complaints that 
Academic Boards, especially when they still retained the name "Professorial Board" were 
unacceptably elitist.  Demands were heard that students, technical staff, and even gardeners 
and security officers, had a right to be consulted about the shaping of University policy. 
Probably the most sustained response to the push for participatory democracy was taken by 
the University of Melbourne.  In 1973 under the inspiration of a respected senior academic, 
Davis McCaughey, Melbourne resolved to create a parallel deliberative body to the existing 
hierarchy of Faculties and the Professorial Board. This body, known as the Assembly, would 
include a very wide cross-section of the University community and would be entitled to 
inquire into and report upon a wide range of aspects of University policy.  It turned out that 
the appetite for participatory democracy was short lived. Of several thousand members 
entitled to participate in the Assembly only a few hundred took the opportunity of taking part 
in its activities.  Although it produced some conscientiously prepared comments on academic 
matters the Assembly was always struggling to retain credibility and was put out of its misery 
by a new Vice Chancellor, David Pennington, in 1986.  This experience would suggest that 
most academics are content with the conventional model of a representative Academic Board 
as at least an unobjectionable vehicle for determining policy.  Probably it also showed that in 
an era when academic workloads were gradually on the increase, most university staff 
begrudged spending too much time on too many committees.  

Interestingly the new universities in the 1970s, Flinders, Griffith and Murdoch, did not go 
very far down the road of participatory democracy, providing for at most one or two student 
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representatives on an otherwise conventionally academic membership. Committed as these 
universities were to innovative thinking, at times pushing the boundaries of what was 
conventionally regarded as respectable academic disciplines, their Academic Boards 
sometimes found themselves confronted with questions for which the past provided few 
precedents.  Let me cite an example from my own experience. In 1981 the Foundation 
Professor of Chinese at Murdoch University, a scholar of impressive credentials, developed 
an interest in the field of extra-terrestrial contacts with Earth. He proposed to put on a unit on 
this subject in what was termed the School of Human Communication, covering such topics 
as the sighting of unidentified flying objects, reports of contacts with visitors from other solar 
systems and other paranormal phenomena. He laid a proposal for this unit before Murdoch's 
Academic Council. 

Members of Academic Council split in unexpected directions.  The more libertarian members 
supported the proposal, arguing very plausibly that it would generate a huge student demand. 
Some of the members from the science side cynically shrugged their shoulders and took the 
view that if this was the sort of thing that the humanities wished to sponsor it was not their 
business to oppose it. Other scientists however objected to the proposal as failing to meet 
accepted scientific scholarly criteria. Committed Christians found themselves unable to 
support the proposal.  One or two of us, myself included, warned that Murdoch already had a 
reputation for a certain flaky trendiness, and it was not an opportune time to use our limited 
resources in offering more hostages to fortune. Academic Board divided evenly, eight votes 
on each side. This left the casting vote with the chairman, who, somewhat exceptionally, was 
the Vice Chancellor, Glenn Willson.  (The first two Vice Chancellors at Murdoch University 
were from the United Kingdom and followed British practice.)  With darkened brow, Willson 
said he would have to vote in favour of the proposal, as it was right that he should support his 
senior professors even when controversial. The unit attracted massive student enrolments, 
and it proved a difficult task to recruit qualified tutoring staff; but before the semester 
commenced its proposer succumbed to an illness and the unit had to be suspended. The 
proposal was never subsequently revived. 

I pondered a good deal about this episode, as it raised a number of questions about the 
function of an Academic Board.  Should we, who were not experts on extra-terrestrial 
phenomena, have pronounced on our colleague’s proposal?  We would not have felt entitled 
to comment in the same way if he had offered a new unit in Chinese studies, even if it took 
the form of an introduction to Feng Shui – though we might have wondered if it was timely at 
a period when Murdoch was struggling to establish itself against the competition not only of 
the established University of Western Australia but also a Western Australian Institute of 
Technology that was thrusting energetically to transform itself into Curtin University.  But 
should we have intervened on the grounds that the subject matter was controversial and not 
yet accepted by most scholarly authorities?  If so, what should be our response today to a 
professor who wanted to put on a course denying Darwinian evolutionary theory or 
challenging the reality of man-made climate change?  If the viability of a course is to be 
determined by student demand, there is no doubt that a unit on extra-terrestrial phenomena 
would have attracted large numbers.  On the other hand the courses in Chinese Studies under 
his overview were not attracting large numbers because students had not been much exposed 
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to Chinese Studies at school and regarded the language as dauntingly difficult.  Few would 
deny that it was in the national interest for Murdoch to develop a strong School of Chinese 
Studies, but courses that continually failed to attract large numbers were always in peril of 
suppression because of financial constraints.  With hindsight I am inclined to believe that our 
Academic Board should have made a more sustained effort to examine and if possible to 
attempt some reconciliation between those conflicting imperatives.  The difficulties have not 
disappeared in the ensuing thirty years. 

During that time Academic Boards have become a standard feature of University governance 
with structures largely in common.  They process proposals for the introduction, revision and 
occasional suppression of courses and report their findings to governing bodies that almost 
always endorse their recommendations automatically. The proposals that come before 
Academic Boards are mostly originated from faculties and departments, but may result from 
an endowment by a government agency or private benefactor. The Academic Board is 
regularly attended by the Vice Chancellor or her/his deputy and is serviced by a dedicated 
member of the university administration, but is chaired by an experienced senior academic, 
who may or may not be of full professorial status.  Chairs of Academic Boards sometimes 
use their experience in this position to move into an exclusively administrative role such as a 
deputy vice chancellorship or a deanship, but most do not. Professors no longer have an 
automatic right of membership at most universities, though faculty deans usually do, and a 
significant proportion of members are elected by full-time academic staff, sometimes from 
the staff as a whole, sometimes on the basis of representation of different schools or 
disciplines. In some of the older universities the Professorial Board morphed into an 
Academic Board simply by the mere addition of numbers. When I was at the University of 
Queensland between 1989 and 1993 the Academic Board numbered more than 150, and a 
large proportion turned up at meetings.  This demanded considerable skill in the Chair, but in 
practice this large body functioned with reasonable self-discipline. Half-a-dozen notorious 
individuals could be expected to want their say on most subjects, but debate was usually 
confined to those with a direct responsibility for the subject matter. It helped that the 
University of Queensland had the best defined chain of authority of any university in which I 
have served – from vice chancellor to deputy to deans to heads of department – so that 
everyone knew where the buck stopped. But most universities by the 1990s were operating 
with a more streamlined model of Academic Board.  

These Academic Boards have been obliged to work among a number of pressures which have 
grown up in the last twenty years since the introduction of the Dawkins “reforms” (I use the 
word loosely).  It has always seemed to me that in imposing a one-size-fits-all model on the 
University sector Dawkins was behaving like an eccentric millionaire who decided to enter 
three dozen horses for the same race, each with a different form and handicap.  Led by the 
self-selected Group of Eight, the universities have responded by grouping themselves into 
four sectors, but the problems of governance are common to them all, and have been 
complicated by two nationwide trends. One is the tendency to impose corporate modes of 
governance on universities. The other stems from the attempts by successive Federal 
Governments to introduce measures of quality control applicable across the board.  I shall 
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ruminate on each of these in turn before taking a deep breath and attempting to summarise the 
differences between a good and a great Academic Board.  

The push towards corporatisation followed as a natural consequence of the imposition of 
HECS Fees and the perception that students going into debt for tertiary education should 
expect value for money. Some old-fashioned souls might object that it is no more possible to 
put a precise money value on what a University education than it is to evaluate the efficacy of 
a church by the number of souls saved.  Most in our own age would argue that as a university 
education may be expected to add to the earning capacity of the graduate, and perhaps the 
graduate’s capacity to make a useful contribution to the needs of the community, it represents 
an investment that can be evaluated by the same business methods as apply to other 
investments.  As the percentage of university funding provided by the Commonwealth 
Government has decreased, and as reliance on the private sector's contribution and on the 
benevolence of alumni has increased, there has been increased pressure on university 
governing bodies to behave more like the boards of companies and less like the traditional 
mix of citizen, alumni and staff representation. The Howard government compelled 
universities to reduce the size of their governing bodies, but this did not go far enough for 
many. Businessmen accustomed to dealing with company boards of six or seven members, 
even the most enlightened of them, are genuinely puzzled that it requires up to twenty 
individuals to run the governing body of a University.  Some questioned the need for staff 
representation, and here they draw on an ancient Australian prejudice against worker 
representation on company boards which is as deeply entrenched and irrational as the English 
prejudice against preferential voting or the American prejudice against taxation.  

Now any academic who has had to take tutorials of between twenty and thirty students knows 
that chairing a meeting of twenty largely mature adults is no trouble after handling the same 
number of late adolescent undergraduates.  The argument that a governing body of twenty is 
unmanageable just won't wash. The other argument in favour of a business model of 
governance might be answered by the remark that corporate management of the international 
economy has not been very wonderful in recent years, but that would be a cheap shot. The 
objection to the corporate model as a prototype for University governance is that it privileges 
one of the functions of a University governing body to the exclusion of others equally 
important.  Of course it is crucial that universities should be responsible stewards of the 
public and private investment entrusted to them.  Governing bodies should be served, and 
most of them are, by finance committees of experienced and trustworthy individuals who 
have proved their capacity in commerce or banking.  But it is at least as important that 
governing bodies remember that they are the custodians of habits and traditions of learning 
which have been built up over a thousand years of civilisation.  Those best qualified to advise 
on the intellectual and ethical standards of university courses are the academics who devote a 
lifetime to learning, and that is where an Academic Board plays an essential role and why 
academic representation is essential on governing bodies.   

It follows that this responsibility placed upon Academic Boards becomes heavier as 
governing bodies and in some cases university senior administration fall more and more into 
the corporate model. It is significant that whereas university Chancellors in previous 
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generations were largely selected from the judiciary, with an occasional leavening from other 
professions such as medicine, a few retired academics and a few retired politicians, today's 
Chancellors are often senior businessmen or bankers.  This is not a bad thing in itself but it 
behoves Chancellors from a business background to make sure that they respect the academic 
ethos; and they will more readily come to an understanding of the academic ethos if it is 
conveyed to them by a competent and trustworthy Academic Board. 

Probably the issue most likely to generate friction between an Academic Board conscious of 
its responsibility for maintaining standards and a governing body preoccupied with staying 
solvent is the question of pass rates. At the most basic level many students who pay a 
substantial sum to enrol for a course or unit expect that they will pass that unit, no matter how 
little they work or how unintelligently they respond to assignments and examinations. Under 
this way of thinking if a student fails the fault lies not with the defects of the student but with 
the incapacity of the teaching staff.  At a number of universities the pernicious habit has 
grown up of prescribing the desirable pass rates in various subjects.  Staff who fail to meet 
this objective will be taken to task and asked to explain.  Now anyone who has taught any 
subject for any length of time will be aware that each annual intake of students is different.  
In some years an above average intake of good students generates a sort of electricity in 
which they strike sparks off each other, they inspire their lecturer to his or her best form, and 
they produce a high proportion of Distinctions and Credits. In other years the form slumps, 
the students are at best mediocre and unresponsive, and the environment is less supportive for 
the few good students. It is a fatuous and futile exercise to decree what percentage should 
pass in any year.  But the problem has intensified in recent years because of the high financial 
dependency of some disciplines and some universities on the recruitment of overseas 
students.  In many cases these students have to surmount the difficulty of expressing 
themselves in English because it isn't their first language. Others belong to cultural traditions 
which do not encourage critical thought in a student.  Instead merit consists of faithfully 
reproducing the teachings of the professor or lecturer without deviation; consequently 
plagiarism and a clandestine traffic in lecture notes may seem like tempting shortcuts to 
securing good results.  Plagiarism, always a problem with assignment based assessment, has 
become of course more rife with the enormous advances in computer technology during the 
last twenty years and the rise of Twitter and Facebook in the last ten. 

As if these factors were not enough to complicate the processes of honest assessment there is 
a further possibility, for which there is at least anecdotal evidence, that competition between 
universities may drive down standards.  If universities have to depend increasingly on student 
fees for part of their income, and if the capacity to attract large numbers of overseas students 
is considered an asset, it will not be long before the word gets around that, for instance, the 
business school at university X is an easier prospect than university Y.  Of course without 
exception University spokespeople will place their hands on their hearts and declare, oh 
goodness me no, our University would never slacken standards in order to accommodate fee 
paying overseas students.  It may be that all the anecdotal evidence pointing to an erosion of 
standards is completely fabricated. Nevertheless it does no harm to empower Academic 
Boards with a specific charter to ensure that standards are maintained, and that it should not 
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necessarily be seen as evidence of incompetence if the co-ordinators of some units report a 
number of ‘fails’ among their results. 

Since the mid-1990s the Federal Department of Education (I shan't trouble to follow it 
through its various changes of name) has addressed itself to the question of tertiary quality 
control and has developed increasingly sophisticated mechanisms for that purpose. I must 
admit that I was at first sceptical about the ability of a centralised bureaucracy to conduct 
meaningful analyses of university performance in various disciplines.  It might be possible to 
achieve a useful uniformity in fields such as mathematics or surgery, but it would be less easy 
in business or law, and diabolically difficult in philosophy or literary criticism. Subsequent 
experience has reconciled me to the endeavour, at least insofar as the visitations of panels 
investigating quality at universities strike me as having been conscientiously prepared and 
executed, and often to have resulted in timely advice to universities about areas of 
performance that might do with improvement.  Of course one should no more expect the 
quality of a University to depend on the occasional visits of quality control panels than one 
would expect the quality of a school to depend on the annual visits of the Inspector. 
Nevertheless the entrenchment of Federal quality control mechanisms provides a 
countervailing force to the pressures of commercialisation and corporatisation. A university 
can convincingly argue that as well as balancing its budget it has an equally cogent obligation 
to ensure that its academic practices and standards satisfy its Federal paymasters. The 
appropriate custodian of those practices and standards is the Academic Board.  And so we 
come at last to the topic.  How can a University ensure that it possesses a good Academic 
Board, and by what steps can it transform itself into a great Academic Board? 

A good Academic Board will be defined by its housekeeping arrangements.  It should be 
serviced by a reasonably experienced administrative officer who is dedicated to working with 
the Academic Board.  This officer will prepare agendas, draft minutes, ensure the conduct of 
elections, and act as corporate memory to successive chairs of the Board. The Vice 
Chancellor or a senior deputy should regularly attend meetings of the Board and participate in 
discussion. The Chair of the Board should have regular access to the Vice Chancellor and, if 
not a member of Senate, should have the right of attendance at Senate meetings and of 
speaking on items of business arising from recommendations of the Academic Board. At 
many universities these propositions may be taken as self-evident, but unfortunately there are 
exceptions, just as even in recent years there have been examples of chancellors and 
governing bodies who have sought to interfere in academic policy.  Universities no less than 
the body politic, have an obligation to uphold the principle of separation of powers. We do 
not expect that politicians will interfere in the proceedings of law courts, or judges meddle 
with the parliamentary process.  Academic Boards have the strongest of motives for ensuring 
that a similar clarity of distinction exists between their powers and those of the Senate or 
Council.  Perhaps the group meeting here today could consider adopting a common code of 
acceptable governance and practices.  It could be useful in protecting their standing within 
their universities. 

An Academic Board will be inclusive in its representation. Inclusiveness doesn't mean 
unmanageable numbers but it does require that the disciplinary spread of membership is 
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enough to command the confidence of the academic community.  It also requires members of 
Academic Boards to be conscientious about keeping their colleagues informed and consulted. 

We should make allowance for differing hierarchies of responsibility in different 
departments. In a scientific or medical discipline responsible for expensive equipment and 
often the operation of occupational health and safety regulations the senior academics and in 
particular the ‘Prof’, necessarily operates at a more easily defined level of leadership than 
their colleagues in, say, philosophy or history or business studies.  But in a good Academic 
Board all members are equals.  Disciplinary inclusiveness carries with it the understanding 
that on most items on the agenda debates will be confined to the minority of members who 
know something about the subject or have a direct interest in issues of implementation; but it 
is valuable that these cognoscenti should have to argue in terms which make sense to their 
non-specialist colleagues.  My own experience on Academic Boards (and on research grant 
panels with members drawn from different disciplines) would suggest that it is surprising 
how often a well prepared submission will carry conviction with academic colleagues from 
other disciplines, while a shonky proposition will somehow excite doubt.  I can't quantify this 
assertion but I hope most of my audience will recognise its validity.  Competence shows. 

At the disciplinary level the Academic Board should expect that most of the debate about 
priorities will have been carried out at the departmental or faculty level, but the Academic 
Board has a more onerous task of prioritisation.  Except in times of growth – and even then – 
academics have to recognise that every new development comes at a price and that it may be 
unavoidable to discontinue some existing activities in order to make room for others. 
Contrary to Oscar Wilde's definition of a cynic, it has been said that an academic is one who 
knows the value of everything and the price of nothing.  Academic Boards should ensure that 
they endorse proposals framed in a spirit of financial responsibility. This may mean 
challenging proposals for redundancies when it would leave the university with a significant 
quantity of laboratory equipment or library resources unused because there was no member 
of staff to employ them.  It also occurs to me that an Academic Board has a role as a 
watchdog against unjustified duplication. In Perth, for instance we have five universities 
within a 20 km radius of the central business district with five schools of business competing 
for students.  There may be convincing arguments to show that this is the best use of 
available resources in each university, but they would gain strength if they had been deployed 
before the appropriate Academic Board with supporting arguments.  Colleagues are entitled 
to know why a proposal to duplicate courses available in other parts of the city should secure 
top priority. Taxpayers in the wider committee are entitled to know that there are sound 
academic reasons for what otherwise might seem an opportunistic exercise in empire- 
building. 

Ultimately the outcome of an Academic Board’s work lies in the quality of the graduates. 
Here I would suggest two criteria. One is a modest intellectual breadth.  A graduate should be 
able to pick up any edition of Scientific American or History Today and read at least one 
article with understanding and interest.  An Academic Board need not be too prescriptive but 
it should keep this aim in mind when considering course design.   
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But there is one thing more.  Of course a University has a duty to provide its community with 
graduates qualified to maintain the science, technology, commercial skills and knowledge of 
governance required by a modern society.  That, adapted as needs change, has been their role 
since the Middle Ages. Most undergraduate teaching will continue to involve the 
communication of technical skills, information and ideas.  But there is also an ethical 
dimension.  Students should develop habits of intellectual honesty, to test and assess 
evidence, to question accepted prejudices, to listen to points of view other than their own.  As 
Nigel Biggar puts it:  "A commitment to the truth, humility, a readiness to be taught, 
patience, carefulness, charity… all of these moral virtues of which public discourse, whether 
in the media or Parliament, displays no obvious surplus". These are qualities which are not 
obviously quantifiable, but they should be expected of a University graduate.  I would be the 
first to admit that universities do not always measure up to this criterion.  In this State the 
Brian Burke government that unleashed the scandals of “WA Inc” had a higher proportion of 
graduates of the University of Western Australia than any of its predecessors.  And the 
prospect in today's political and industrial leadership is not reassuring.  But somewhere there 
has to be responsibility towards preparing citizens who try to judge evidence fairly even 
when it is unwelcome, and who seek a community well-being that is more than the sum of 
competing self interests. I think this is a job for the universities.  An Academic Board that 
manages to foster those values would stand a chance of advancing beyond goodness to 
greatness. 

 

End of keynote speech 
 

 


